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/EINPresswire.com/ -- The transportation system is

a sector that will always thrive. This is because of

the sheer number of people that constantly move

from one location to another. People are

constantly moving for several reasons, from

business to tourism. Traveling offers a chance at

exposure. It allows people to meet other new

people, see new places, and interact with different

cultures. Despite how important traveling is in the

modern world, the COVID-19 outbreak has

restricted traveling. 

Matthew Keezer notes that several measures have

been introduced to curb the outbreak of the

COVID-19 pandemic. These measures often include

travel restrictions in most countries. These

restrictions have brought challenges to traveling. 

The travel challenges have affected individuals and

several ventures. It has impacted people’s lives and

how organizations conduct business. Matt Keezer,

a seasoned travel exec, sought to understand what these challenges are and how they have

affected different people from all walks of life. He gave an insightful view on the COVID travel

challenges. Matt as a constant traveler explained some of the expected travel challenges that

people faced due to COVID. These were challenges he also faced. They included tourism decline,

importation restrictions, business meeting travel restrictions, among other challenges. 

Tourism Decline  

It is undeniable that the tourism sector would be significantly affected by this pandemic. Less

physical interaction has caused tourist states, locations, and agencies to suffer great ordeals.

Matthew notes that because of this decline, tourists need to expect that many of their

expectations have to be adjusted when visiting anywhere. Many businesses are operating with

limited hours or in some cases, not operating at all.  
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Importation Restrictions as It Affects Business  

The travel restrictions affected transportation of goods and services. This affected the buying

and selling of goods as importation became much more difficult. Obtaining goods became

arduous. Many businesses have also been forced to shut down or incur liabilities due to their

inability to continue operations. 

Business Meeting Travel Restrictions  

The travel restrictions affected business meetings that required traveling. This affected the

directors of various organizations. Traveling for meetings and events also became archaic. Video

conference calls became replacements for traveling to several locations for meetings. All the

meetings were taken online. The move was initially challenging, slowly becoming the  new norm.

Online services were integrated smoothly. 

Despite the initial challenges, there have been technological advancements. Some of these

advancements have changed the way we travel. Some ways include: 

Touchless Travel Restrictions  

The pandemic has made it less encouraging to have physical interaction with people as was

done in the past. For this reason, travelers are encouraged to complete their traveling processes

before arriving at the airport. There would be no physical exchange of documents, and this also

cancels the impulsive purchase of flight tickets. Now, travelers have to secure their travel pass

beforehand. Face recognition has been introduced to make it easier for people to book their

flights.  

Digital Credentials  

The major challenge with the Covid outspread is that more and more restrictions have been

placed on physical engagement. For this reason, physical traveling credentials, like passports,

have been made digital to make for seamless travel operations.  

Robot at The Airport  

The use of robots at airports is one of the remarkable changes in post-covid travel conditions.

Airlines around the world have begun adopting it. Robots do the cleaning, and they direct people

too. This will reduce physical touch and influence easy travel, covid or not.  

Conclusion  

The traveling challenges have affected travelers in many ways. However, the world is adapting to

the new reality. There are countermeasures to ensure traveling purposes are served. Some

countries have also begun easing traveling restrictions. Matthew Keezer remains optimistic

however that things will return to normal in due course.
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